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DIY Usability Testing



Agenda:

• Definition
• Benefits
• Test Prep

• Facilitating Tests
• Analysis
• Questions



What is Usability Testing?



Definition:

Usability testing is an easy way to collect valuable 
feedback directly from real users.



Definition:

Usability testing is an easy way to collect valuable 
feedback directly from real users.

It provides an accurate evaluation of a product or 
service using realistic use cases. 



Why conduct usability tests?



• Product Benefits
- Create user-centered products.

- Accurately evaluate your product. 

- Prevent unnecessary iterations.

- Quickly improve user experience.

- Build a better product (the first time).
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• Product Benefits
- Create user-centered products.

- Accurately evaluate your product. 

- Prevent unnecessary iterations.

- Quickly improve user experience.

- Build a better product (the first time).

• Team Benefits
- Validate your ideas and designs.

- Secure stakeholder buy-in.

- Find and fix problems earlier.

- Prevents customer backlash.

- More efficient process and ROI. 

Benefits:









YouTube: https://youtu.be/Ml92QEqE-RQ

https://youtu.be/Ml92QEqE-RQ





How do you conduct tests?



• Many flavors of 
usability tests 

- Project methodology & 
timeline

- Company/team dynamics

- Resources

- Formal <--> informal

Process:



• What do you need?
- Product or prototype

- Testing device(s)

- Data capture (video, notes)

- Testing materials

- Personnel

Process:







Defining the 
Objective

Scenarios & 
Tasks

Facilitating & 
Observing

Analyze & 
Implement

Process:



Defining the Objective



Defining the Objective:

• Research Goals
- Which product or designs?

- Which features or functionality?

- Identify open questions.

- Stakeholder input and concerns.

- Key areas of interest.



Questions:
Do shoppers understand how 
to navigate the categories?
How will they prefer to find 
shoes within a given price 
range?

Concerns:
Once shoes are added to a 
favorites list, finding your list 
can be difficult.

Areas of Interest:
Will shoppers use the range 
slider in their shopping 
workflow?



Defining the Objective:

• Identify Participants 
- Choose the right sample group.

- Recruit, schedule and logistics.

- Provide incentives.



Defining the Objective:

• Identify Participants 
- Choose the right sample group.

- Recruit, schedule and logistics.

- Provide incentives.

• Invite Observers
- Anyone who would benefit from

seeing the product in use.



Scenarios & Tasks



• Scenarios
- The story or context that sets the stage for tasks.

- Who the user is, what they are trying to do, and why. 

- Specify general goals and questions to be answered.

- Should not give away how the product/website works!

Scenarios & Tasks:



Scenarios & Tasks:

• Example Scenario

You’re a runner and looking to buy a new pair 
of shoes. You need a pair that are light and 
within your budget.



Scenarios & Tasks:

• Tasks
- State only what the user wants to do.

- Make them realistic and actionable.

- Do not include any information on how to complete the scenario.

- Shows us how the user would use the product to accomplish a goal.



Scenario:
You’re a runner looking 
to buy a new pair of shoes.
You need a pair that are light 
and within your budget

Task 1:
Find light shoes that fit you for 
under $100.

Task 2:
Save two pairs that you would 
consider buying to your 
favorites.



Facilitating & Observing



• Running the test
- Greet and provide introduction

- Any background or warmup questions

- Participant runs through   
scenarios/tasks (thinking out loud!)

- Create your data (e.g. notes,                              
recordings)
- Concluding questions

- Thank your awesome participant

- Rinse and repeat

Facilitating & Observing:



• Moderator’s Role
- Be relaxed and don’t be rushed.

- There are no mistakes.

- Be respectful.

- Don’t let them feel dumb.

- Keep track of time

- Remind them to think aloud

- Listen and watch

- Ask key probing questions
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Facilitating & Observing:



• Observer’s Role
- Listen and watch closely.

- Watch for facial/body cues.

- Keep an open mind, take notes.

- Listen to the language they use.

- Keep an eye out for pain points

- Be on the lockout for shockers

- Passion

- Inspiration

Facilitating & Observing:



• Observer’s Role
- Listen and watch closely

- Watch for facial/body cues

- Keep an open mind, take notes

- Listen to the language they use

- Keep an eye out for pain points

- Be on the lockout for “head-slappers”

- Passion

- Inspiration

Facilitating & Observing:



Analyze & Implement



Analyze & Implement:

• Analyzing Results
- Recap after each test

- Compare observer notes

- Look for patterns

- Be critical of the test instruments, 
setting, and moderation



Analyze & Implement:

• Analyzing Results
- Recap after each test

- Compare observer notes

- Look for patterns

- Be critical of the test instruments, 
setting, and moderation

• Reoccurring Issues
- Task errors

- Successes

- Showstoppers

- Participant comments



Analyze & Implement:

• Sharing Findings
- Consider your audience and their needs

- Use supporting evidence (direct quotes, videos clips)

- Emphasize users’ perspective



Questions?



• Tools
- Quicktime
- Native apps
- Video chat/conferencing

- Google Hangouts, Zoom, etc

- Dedicated user research tools
- UsabilityHub, UserTesting, etc

Resources



Complete answers
and select “Submit”

Scroll down to find the 
feedback section

Select the session 
you attended

Download the Esri Events 
app and find your event

Please Take Our Survey on the App
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